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Mothers® Professional Vinyl & Rubber Dressing
72 88138, 3.785L.
This product is extremely versatile, and can be used on all
vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces, even engine compartments.
Protects all these surfaces from the elements, and leaves a
non-greasy, “like-new” finish that will not attract dust. This
white silicone emulsion features a thick, creamy consistency
that is easily sprayed or wiped onto any surface, and dries to a
medium-high shine. Does not contain soaps, glycerin or other
extenders.
California Gold® Carnauba Wash & Wax
65 5676, 473 ML.
Mothers® Carnauba Wash & Wax is the quick and easy way
to clean, shine and protect your paint. Used between regular
waxing, Carnauba Wash & Wax easily dissolves and removes
stubborn road grime and dirt, all while boosting your existing
wax—giving you that “just waxed” look and feel. Powerful,
ultra-sudsy, biodegradable and pH balanced, this wash & wax
has it all, making the perfect addition to a well-maintained
finish. Featuring an environmentally friendly formula and quick
rinse, you’ll be left with a spot-free brilliantly shining finish.
Protectant
65 5300, 250 ML.

A refined blend of high-tech and high-class, Mothers® Reflections® is for discerning
automotive enthusiasts. Reflections® provides an uncompromising finish for your paint,
tyres and leather interior.
Reflections® Car Wax
6710016, 473ml.
Mothers® Reflections® Car Wax is so incredible, we guarantee it to be the
best you have ever used. Advancements in liquid polymer technologies
allow us to carefully blend mild cleaners with high-gloss polymers. Our
product is easy to use and provides a stunning, super wet, long lasting
protective shine. Use it as a stand alone product, or for optimal results,
follow with Reflections® Top Coat.

Reflections® Top Coat
6710116, 473ml.
Reflections® Top Coat is designed as the quintessential high-gloss final
step. Top Coat has no cleaners and is clearcoat safe — so it can be used on
top of any car wax, sealant or glaze — and is ideal for use after Reflections®
Car Wax. The combination of natural waxes and synthetic polymers gives
paint additional gloss, depth and superior protection.

Preserves and protects for 30 days! Mothers® Protectant is a
penetrating UV blocker, effective on rubber, vinyl, plastic and
fiberglass. Constructed to recondition and maintain the original
condition and appearance of dashboards, bumpers, trim,
tires and more. Protectant isn’t an oily surface-coating film.
It’s an ozone and smog resisting, UV shielding penetrant—a
preservation agent that works on just about any uncoated
plastic or rubber.

65 6611, 20ml spray, antimicrobial towel, storage bag.
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Restore the clarity of your electronic device with this Revision
Touchscreen Cleaner. Designed to remove oily, sticky
contamination and smudges off your electronic devices. It
will safely clean while the antimicrobial microfibre towel buffs
the surface to a smudge-free shine. Revision touchscreen
cleaner is ideal for use on navigation screens, smartphones,
tablets, handheld video game systems, and other touchscreen
devices.
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Reflections Spray Wax
6710224, 710ml.
®

The quick and easy way to add shine and protection. Used on a wet or dry
surface, this clearcoat safe product works as a booster over existing wax
or as a touch-up on high-use areas. Mothers® Reflections® Spray Wax is as
versatile as it is simple to use.

California Gold® Car Wash
#65 5602, 3.74L
We created Car Wash with a careful balance of powerful
cleaning and exacting care. Now you can wash your car
thoroughly while protecting your wax. It’s not just about
bubbles -various dishwashing liquids and “soaps” can harm
your wax. Our Car Wash is strong enough to wash away
dirt, road film, bugs, bird droppings, airborne pollutants
and other grime, without removing wax or dulling the paint.
Mothers® pH balanced, super-sudsy cleaner also resists
water spotting.
California Gold® Showtime® Instant Detailer
#65 8202, 3.74L

Mothers® Reflections® Tyre Care
6710324, 710ml.
Mothers® Reflections® Tyre Care provides a rich, satin-like, non-oily
finish that is show car perfect. Our unique formula protects against harsh
elements, brake dust and UV damage, yet makes your tires look like new
for weeks and weeks.

Reflections® Advanced Leather Care
6710424, 710ml.
The fast, simple and easy way to pamper your car’s leather. Our unique pH
balanced neat’s-foot oil and lanolin formula safely deep cleans and conditions,
leaving behind a soft, supple leather surface. Routine maintenance with
Mothers® Reflections® Advanced Leather Care will keep your leather looking
and feeling great for years to come.
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Treat your paint to a showroom sparkle that’s wet and
striking. Whether you want to clear a layer of dust or prepare
for the judges, use California Gold® Instant Detailer. Its
unique formula will clean off fingerprints, smudges and
dust, and hide minor imperfections and spider-webbing.
Showtime® is designed with color enhancers and shine
fortifiers, ready whenever you need your ride to look freshly
detailed.
Protectant
#65 5302, 3.74L.
Preserves and protects for 30 days! Mothers® Protectant is
a penetrating UV blocker, effective on rubber, vinyl, plastic
and fiberglass. Constructed to recondition and maintain the
original condition and appearance of dashboards, bumpers,
trim, tires and more. Protectant isn’t an oily surfacecoating film. It’s an ozone and smog resisting, UV shielding
penetrant—a preservation agent that works on just about
any uncoated plastic or rubber.
Mag & Aluminum Polish
#65 5102, 3.74L.
This is our legendary metal polish. The Mothers® secret
formula balances a brilliant shine with easy use for aluminum
wheels and parts, brass, alloys and accessories. Application
is just a matter of a clean cloth and a little elbow grease.
Mothers® Mag & Aluminum polish is strong enough to put
a shine to the most neglected metals and gentle enough to
use on a regular basis.
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California Gold® Pure Polish - Step 1
#65 7102, 3.74L.
This is the foundation of the Ultimate Wax System®,
preparing your paint for Micro-Polishing Glaze and Pure
Brazilian Carnauba Wax. Pure Polish removes oxidation, old
wax build-up and other contaminants, cleaning and shining
your paint. This mild polish smoothes the edges of larger
imperfections and removes small scratches. Your paint’s
appearance is dependent on a good polishing—Mothers®
Pure Polish should be used at least once or twice per year.
California Gold® Micro-Polishing Glaze - Step 2
#65 8102, 3.74L.
Regular application of Mothers® Micro-Polishing Glaze will
increase your paint’s depth and lustre. Whatever the colour,
it will give your paint added character and a brilliant, glowing
shine. Micro-Polishing Glaze fills and hides minor swirls and
defects, minimizing unsightly visual imperfections. It also
contains a super-fine polish that further improves the paint
surface. Micro-Polishing Glaze is key to giving both light
and dark colours their perfect finish.
California Gold® Pure Brazilian Carnauba Wax - Step
3 # 65 5752, 3.74L
This is the final step on the path to a beautiful finish.
Mothers® Pure Brazilian Carnauba Wax is made with the
finest Brazilian #1 yellow carnauba for superior shine and
protection. It is non-abrasive, so use it as often as you
like. You can also apply more than one coat to keep your
efforts well protected. For unsurpassed shine, depth and
protection, trust Mothers® Ultimate Wax System®.
California Gold® Brazilian Carnauba Cleaner Wax
#65 5702, 3.74L.
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Mothers® Brazilian Carnauba Cleaner Wax is designed to
be the one-step plan for paint preservation. Cleaner Wax is
formulated to clean and protect in just one application. We
use the same Brazilian #1 yellow carnauba that makes our
Pure Brazilian Carnauba Wax so special, and combine it with
a light polish that will smooth minor flaws and make your
paint snap. Brazilian Carnauba Cleaner Wax is especially
effective on fiberglass and gel coats.

Pro-Strength Chrome Wheel Cleaner
#65 5802, 3.74L.
Mothers® Chrome Wheel Cleaner is specially formulated
to quickly and easily clean chrome wire wheels, chrome
plated wheels, chrome wire hubcaps and rough cast
aluminum “mag” wheels. Its spray on, hose off design
safely penetrates, dissolves and suspends all types of brake
dust, grease, dirt, and grime, making rinsing a snap, and
turn the most neglected roughcast aluminum to like-new
condition.

Foaming Wheel & Tire Cleaner
#65 5902, 3.74L.
Mothers® Wheel & Tire Cleaner is a foaming, non- acidic
spray, formulated to quickly and easily clean both wheels
and tires, including blackwalls and whitewalls. Safe for
painted, clear coated, colour coated, chrome, or factory
coated wheels and hubcaps. Its spray on, hose off design
safely penetrates, dissolves and suspends all types of brake
dust, grease, dirt, and grime, making rinsing a snap. Its
unique spot-free rinse leaves wheels perfectly clean, with
no need to hand dry.
WARNING: For use on factory/OEM coated wheels and
hubcaps only. Avoid polished or roughcast aluminum, billet
or anodized wheels. Do not use on motorcycle wheels,
casings or components.
Polished Aluminum Wheel Cleaner
#65 6002, 3.74L.
Mothers® Aluminum Wheel Cleaner is formulated to safely
and easily clean uncoated polished aluminum and anodized
wheels. Gentle, yet effective, Aluminum Wheel Cleaner
doesn’t just stop at aluminum. It also works great on
painted, clear coated, colour coated, chrome, custom, or
factory coated wheels and hubcaps. Its spray on, hose off
design safely penetrates, dissolves and suspends all types
of brake dust, grease, dirt, and grime, making rinsing a
snap.
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1959 Chevrolet Sedan Delivery
Builder: Rad Rides by Troy
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